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Abstract—In smart environments such as smart homes and offices, the interaction between devices, users, and apps generate abundant data. Such data contain valuable forensic information about events and activities occurring in the smart environment. Nonetheless, current smart platforms do not provide any digital forensic capability to identify, trace, store, and analyze the data produced in these environments. To fill this gap, in this paper, we introduce VERITAS, a novel and practical digital forensic capability for the smart environment. VERITAS has two main components: Collector and Analyzer. The Collector implements mechanisms to automatically collect forensically-relevant data from the smart environment. Then, in the event of a forensic investigation, the Analyzer uses a First Order Markov Chain model to extract valuable and usable forensic information from the collected data. VERITAS then uses the forensic information to infer activities and behaviors from users, devices, and apps that violate the security policies defined for the environment. We implemented and tested VERITAS in a realistic smart office environment with 22 smart devices and sensors that generated 84209 forensically-valuable incidents. The evaluation shows that VERITAS achieves over 95% of accuracy in inferring different anomalous activities and forensic behaviors within the smart environment. Finally, VERITAS is extremely lightweight, yielding no overhead on the devices and minimal overhead in the backend resources (i.e., the cloud servers).

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern technology has quickly evolved as a network of Internet-enabled (i.e., smart) devices. These smart devices, such as smart lights and smart thermostats, communicate with each other and interact with the users’ day-to-day activities through sensors (e.g., motion and temperature sensors) to enable the concept of the smart environment. Such an environment improves the quality of life of the people while handling a new set of data previously untapped [1]–[3] and with tremendous forensic value [4]–[7]. For instance, in a smart office setup containing motion sensors, forensic evidence extracted from the state of the sensors may reveal the presence of individuals at unauthorized hours. On a larger scale, the analysis performed on data collected from multiple devices may reveal substantially more forensic details about the activities occurring in the smart environment at any time. In fact, in some countries, insurance companies have started giving incentives to customers if they install measures like smart lighting, smart energy management systems, smart fire, or water monitoring devices [8].

Nonetheless, current smart home/office platforms do not provide any means for forensic analysis. Indeed, the limitation of available computing resources in the majority of the smart devices [9]–[14] and the distinctive cloud-based architecture of most smart home/office platforms [15] make it very challenging to store data inside these devices [16]–[19], rendering traditional forensic analysis unsuitable for the smart environment. Additionally, the most popular platforms (e.g., Samsung SmartThings, Apple HomeKit) do not provide any mechanisms to access and indefinitely store smart data in the cloud [20]. Prior research works have proposed logging techniques to collect data from smart apps and devices [21], [22] to implement, for instance, IoT data provenance analysis [23]. However, these works either (1) do not specifically focus on utilizing the data collected from the smart environment to implement forensic solutions; (2) assume trusted devices which may be unrealistic nowadays [24]; or (3) do not directly consider forensically-relevant activities and behaviors in their threat models. In addition, traditional forensic solutions targeting smart systems only focus on specific data formats (e.g., video streaming extracted from a smart camera) to perform their analysis [25], which are not always available in every forensic evaluation.

To overcome these limitations, we introduce VERITAS\(^1\), a novel and practical forensic analysis framework that uses data collected from the smart environment to support traditional forensic investigations. With VERITAS, we aim to fill the gap between current digital forensics and the unique data-rich characteristics of modern smart environments, providing a forensic solution that considers data from every device and app used in the smart environment for a more comprehensive analysis. VERITAS has two main components: the VERITAS Collector (VC) and the VERITAS Analyzer (VA). The VC automatically analyzes and modifies smart

\(^1\)In Roman mythology, VERITAS is the goddess of truth.
applications to flag and collect forensically-relevant data at runtime. Then, in the event of a forensic investigation, the VA applies a First Order Markov Chain models on the collected data to infer the forensically-relevant activities and behaviors that occurred in the smart environment. VERITAS considers these activities and behaviors, and the security policies defined for the smart environment to detect security violations from users, devices, or smart apps. We evaluate VERITAS in a real-life smart environment with 22 smart devices and sensors that generated 84209 forensically-valuable incidents. Our experimental results demonstrate that VERITAS achieves over 95% accuracy in inferring anomalous activities and detecting malicious forensic behaviors. Finally, VERITAS yields minimal overhead to smart devices, apps, and the cloud servers.

Summary of Contributions. This work has both conceptual and methodological novel contributions:

- Conceptual: We propose an end-to-end forensic framework, VERITAS, that matches the activities and behaviors of users, devices, and apps within a smart environment against security policies to support traditional forensic investigations.
- Methodological-1: We design and implement a source code analysis tool that identifies and extracts, via automatic app instrumentation, forensically-relevant data from smart apps (i.e., VERITAS Collector). We made the Collector freely available online at https://iotdots-modifier.appspot.com/.
- Methodological-2: We build a First Order Markov-Chain model that analyzes the data collected from the smart environment to infer the activities and behaviors that potentially violate the security policies.
- Methodological-3: We evaluate the effectiveness of VERITAS in a realistic smart office environment with 22 devices and sensors. VERITAS is effective in inferring anomalous user activities with a minimum 95.4% accuracy. Also, the framework detects forensic behaviors that violate the security policies in place in at least 95.3% of the cases.

Organization. In Section II, we present the background information. In Section III, we introduce the problem and the threat model. Section IV details the architecture of VERITAS and the analysis techniques used to extract forensic information from the smart environment. The evaluation results are detailed in Section V and Section VI discusses security aspects of VERITAS. The related work is discussed in Section VII and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. FROM TRADITIONAL TO SMART FORENSICS

Traditional digital forensics refers to the investigation and the uncovering of any digital evidence (i.e., data) from electronic devices like computers and cellphones [26]–[32]. The most basic application of digital forensic investigations is to either support or oppose the hypothesis proposed in a criminal case before a court. Frequently, digital forensics require the analysis of physical evidence directly related to people’s presence in the crime scene such as an audio or video file. In other cases, a more in-depth investigation of scientific evidence such as network data or mobile device data may be required. Complex cases may require a combination of both types of analysis. Although there are different approaches, a standard digital forensic process can be structured in five different stages [33], [34]: (1) Identification, (2) Preservation, (3) Recovery, (4) Analysis, and (5) Presentation. During the identification stage, the investigator marks and identifies the relevant digital media (e.g., computer hard drive) containing the forensic data to be retrieved. Then, she takes the necessary steps to guarantee that such data is preserved and no action is performed on the selected media that could jeopardize the relevant forensic data. Further, during recovery, different techniques are applied to the media to extract the data from the digital media without modifying it. Finally, the extracted data is analyzed and the forensic findings are reported using predetermined report formats. Depending on the type of device analyzed and the source of the evidence, the methodology used and the type of evidence extracted may differ. For instance, while a mobile device is a good source of information for tracking the location of a person, a computer may have the capability to provide more detailed and varied intelligence.

Smart Forensics. We use the term smart forensics to refer to the traditional forensic analysis performed on data extracted from a smart environment. With the growth of smart home and smart office solutions, digital forensics is not anymore limited to storage devices like hard drives, USB drives, computers, or smartphones [35]. Now, the data from devices like smart locks and motion sensors may also be used for forensic purposes [36], [37]. These devices generate and handle a very diverse set of heterogeneous data from their interaction with users’ day-to-day activities and other devices. For example, a smart lock can reveal when someone entered the building, or a smart speaker may reveal the exact location of its user at the time of a forensic incident. However, the use of data from smart devices is not a straightforward exercise due to some unique challenges present in the smart environment:

Limited Computing Resources: Most of the smart devices are both computational and storage resource-limited [10], [11], [16]. These restrictions limit the storing and processing of data inside the devices for forensic purposes. In fact, most smart platforms offer cloud-based solutions [38]–[40] and no data is ever stored inside the devices.

High Divergence and Diversity of Data: In traditional forensic investigations, the data is typically collected from specific devices of interest. However, in smart forensics, a single case may require the collection of data from a diverse set of devices [41]. Different data sources may have diverse impacts and meanings during a forensic investigation. For instance, even though generated from the same activity (e.g., a user walking through a restricted area), the data collected from a motion sensor and a smart thermostat may have different format and size. Therefore, it is required to have a dedicated and reliable forensic mechanism that can successfully handle and analyze the data collected from different types of smart devices.

Lack of Forensic Analysis Support: Even though smart data may contain a high forensic value, smart platforms do
not offer any means to support forensic investigations. For instance, as devices do not normally store data, the smart home/office platforms do not provide specific mechanisms to collect such data from the smart environment at runtime. One solution could be to monitor the devices’ traffic passively and collect information as needed. However, such a procedure might be impractical as most of the smart environment communication is encrypted [42], [43]. Also, as forensic analysis in the smart home is a novel approach, traditional mechanisms of data preservation and chain of custody must be enabled for the very distributed smart data.

III. DEFINITIONS AND THREAT MODEL

A. Problem Definition

This work assumes that there exists an office $O$. The office has deployed several devices to create a fully equipped smart environment. The topology of the smart environment in $O$ includes devices like smart thermostats, locks, lights, presence sensors, security cameras, and smoke detectors. We also assume that the general manager, Bob, is the only person in $O$ with administrative rights to handle the apps that control the smart devices. By policy, these apps are the only ones authorized to manage the devices inside $O$. Bob, however, is not authorized to modify the security policies in place for the smart environment. Finally, the security policies of $O$ prohibit the presence of any person between 8:00 pm to 7:00 am from Monday through Friday and anytime during the weekends. At some point, a fire incident inside $O$ has caused the loss of sensitive information along with important economic consequences. After the incident, the insurance company requests a forensic investigation.

We propose VERITAS as a novel framework that utilizes the data extracted from the smart apps to perform the forensic analysis of the events in $O$. Indeed, VERITAS can be used in conjunction with traditional forensic analysis tools and techniques to hold the person, smart app, or device (if any) accountable if a case of negligence or deliberate violation of security policies is detected. By using VERITAS, we can answer several forensic questions: (1) What was happening inside $O$ right before the fire incident had occurred (e.g., right before the smart smoke detector started sensing the smoke presence)? (2) Was anyone inside the room (e.g., presence sensor state changed)? (3) Was the door opened/closed anytime before the fire incident (e.g., smart lock state changed)? Further, the proposed framework would be able to evaluate the different states of connected devices and the overall state of the smart environment. Then, this information can be matched with the security policies in place to detect any (intentional or involuntary) violation of the security policies. Some of these violations could be: workers accessing the office at night time (i.e., careless unauthorized activities), Bob tampering the security camera to avoid video recording (i.e., device tampering), or smart apps running malicious code to modify the values of the presence sensor.

B. Assumptions and Definitions

We make the following realistic assumptions and define the terms to introduce VERITAS’s threat model.

- **Assumption 1 – Smart Environment Security Policies:** We assume there is a dedicated security policy (e.g., Enterprise Information Security Policy (EISP)) that regulates physical activities within the smart environment (e.g., unauthorized presence in physical spaces, approved work schedules, etc.). Also, the EISP defines the types of devices and applications approved for use within the corporate environment. We believe this is a realistic assumption because many governments and organizations use EISP’s guidelines to define their security posture [44], [45]. For instance, the U.S. government currently works with vendors to define baseline standards for the use of IoT devices and apps in government agencies and smart offices [46]. For VERITAS, we assume that there is a corporate smart environment (devices and apps) that is centrally-managed by well-defined EISPs, and users are not authorized to change its pre-defined settings with their own apps without upper management’s approval. For instance, the configuration settings of thermostats and smart locks cannot be changed unless the management office requests and approves the reconfiguration. With this, we expect that the security policies regulate both the access level and settings of the smart environment. Such an assumption imposes a finer granularity to traditional EISPs, as they will need to clearly match, for instance, a specific set of apps with their approved users(s). Note that this will not impact VERITAS’s adoption considering its overall benefits to the enterprise security efforts.

- **Definition 1 – Forensically-relevant Data:** It defines the smart apps events, device’s states, user-defined inputs, device’s information, and time and location information that VERITAS extracts/logs from the smart environment. This information typically reflects on the state of the different smart devices and sensors as a function of the users’ and smart apps’ activities.

- **Definition 2 – Unauthorized User:** It defines a user that carelessly try to change the pre-defined settings of the smart environment. Also, unauthorized users are those who perform activities and access the smart environment locations during not-permitted hours. Depending on the specific time, date, the context of the activity, and the smart environment policies, authorized users may act in an unauthorized manner.

- **Definition 3 – Attacker (insider or outsider):** We consider the attacker as an insider or outsider that maliciously tries to disrupt or take control over the smart environment or any of its entities (i.e., devices and sensors) to learn user behaviors, steal sensitive information, gain access to the systems, or even interrupt the normal operations of VERITAS.

- **Definition 4 – Malicious App:** This is a smart app with malicious code intended to leak sensitive information from users and the smart environment to attackers, change/replace legitimate VERITAS logs with the intention to hide malicious behavior, or perform any other malicious activity inside the smart setup (e.g., side channel attacks).

- **Definition 5 – Tampered Device:** It defines a smart entity that is forced to change its expected state (based on the user activity) by a different one that does not reflect the real overall state of the smart environment. Also, this
group includes devices that are deliberately relocated, disabled, or turned off without the required authorization.

C. Threat Model

We consider two different sets of forensic threats: (1) anomalous user activities and (2) malicious behavior from users, smart apps, and devices.

Anomalous User Activities. Anomalous user activity includes any careless or unintentional action performed by an unauthorized user inside the smart environment that is considered a violation of the security policies in place. For instance, an authorized user trying to access a restricted area during the non-permitted hours. Here, we consider threats related to user activities based on their time dependency; that is, we explicitly consider time-based actions to evaluate VERITAS in detecting anomalous user activities.

Forensic Behavior. We consider forensic behavior as any intentional action performed by users, smart apps, and smart devices that can be considered a threat to the overall state of the smart environment. These forensic behaviors may include impersonation attacks, false data injection attacks, replay attacks, Denial-of-Service, and side channel attacks.

We provide details of specific activities and behaviors used to evaluate the performance of VERITAS in Section V. For every activity and behavior, we specify the attack method utilized, time dependency, and specific examples in the context of the problem considered by this work. Later, these activities and behaviors are considered to evaluate the efficacy and performance of VERITAS.

IV. VERITAS Architecture

Figure 1 depicts the general architecture of VERITAS. First, the user downloads the original smart app source code from one of the freely available online repositories. Then, the VERITAS Collector (VC) automatically analyzes the app and enables the collection of forensically-relevant data to a secure database (VD). With this, the VC implements the first three stages of a traditional forensic analysis (Section II). Specifically, the VC processes include the identification (via source code analysis) of forensically-relevant data within the smart apps that monitor and control the smart environments. Also, the VC supports preservation of the smart data via implementing secure collection mechanisms that log the smart data upon app’s utilization (i.e., runtime data collection). Finally, the collected data is stored into a secure VERITAS's database where the data is properly labeled and time-stamped for further analysis (i.e., recovery). Later, during the event of a forensic investigation, the Analyzer (VA) performs data processing and applies a First Order Markov Chain model on the VERITAS-collected data. The purpose of this analysis is to extract forensically-relevant information from the VERITAS logs. Analyzing this data allows learning the state of the smart environment during specific incidents and provides insights about the users’, apps’, and devices’ actions. Finally, VERITAS correlates these actions with the security policies defined for the smart environment to uncover anomalous user activities and potential malicious behaviors from users, smart apps, and devices to the investigator.

A. Forensically-valuable Features in VERITAS

We describe smart app features that potentially contain relevant information for forensic purposes. We consider events since they define physical changes in the smart environment setup based on the user’s activities (e.g., a door’s state was “unlocked” at an unauthorized time). Also, our architecture considers actions extracted from smart apps because they potentially contain valuable timing information that can define changes in forensic timelines (e.g., a fire event occurred “after” a door was unlocked). Additionally, we consider user-defined inputs in our architecture. Changes in user-defined inputs are critical during forensics analysis because unauthorized modifications directly impact the execution of the apps’ events, actions, and notification mechanisms (e.g., the notification recipients of the smoke detector app are modified right before a fire event). Other features considered by VERITAS are time and location information. These features provide valuable timing information about forensic actions. Also, they prevent reply attacks from malicious users trying to inject fake activity data into the smart environment (e.g., it prevents an attacker from using old benign logs to hide current potentially dangerous activities). Finally, VERITAS tracks smart apps communications to correlate the logged data with information obtained from notifications. For instance, the device state obtained through specific VERITAS logs can be confirmed or disproved by checking the notifications sent by the smart app. This process may help to identify tampered devices or attackers trying to
inject fake device state data into the system to disrupt the normal operations of VeritaS.

B. Veritas Collector (VC)

The Veritas Collector analyzes the source code of original smart applications to identify forensically-relevant data. Then, it automatically inserts code (i.e., app instrumentation) to enable the secure collection of the data. The app instrumentation process of Veritas works on the source code of the smart apps. Veritas takes advantage of the existence of 1000+ open-source apps in the market today. Recent data collected from IoT vendors estimate that these open-source apps control over 4000 different smart devices from most major vendors including SmartThings, openHAB, Windows IoT, and AWS IoT [47]. Considering this, the potential impact of Veritas is significant, and the approach of using open-source apps makes its contribution realistic. We also envision the adoption of Veritas in the closed-source market. As we make Veritas fully open source, closed vendors can use its technology as is, or adapt it to their specific needs, so they can enable full out-of-the-box forensics support in their smart products and take advantage of the benefits offered by Veritas framework.

Algorithm 1: Steps in the Veritas Collector (VC).

1: appSC ← app source code
2: Analysis:
3: AST ← generateAST(appSC)
4: ICFG ← createICFG(AST)
5: if Exists ICFG then
6: for nodes in ICFG do
7: forensicPT ← forensic-relevant points
8: end for
9: end if
10: Instrumentation:
11: for points in forensicPT do
12: Insert VeritaS Logs
13: end for
14: Instrumentation:

1) Identification Stage: Algorithm 1 details the processes performed by the VC to analyze and modify a smart app. During Analysis, the app’s source code is loaded into the VC client (Line 1). The first step towards analyzing the smart app source code is to create an intermediate representation (IR) of the app and model the application’s structure [48]. Different smart home platforms may utilize different programming languages to code their smart apps. For instance, Samsung SmartThings uses Groovy [49] while openHAB apps are written in a Java-based Domain Specific Language (DSL). Thus, the IR facilitates the design of a generalized solution that integrates apps and devices from multiple smart home/office platforms into the Veritas’s analysis. Furthermore, modeling the smart app permits the extraction of smart apps’ entry points, events, and control the flow of data. Also, it allows for identifying the data sources and ephorizations methods (i.e., sink functions) that Veritas uses to define (1) the source of the forensically-relevant information and (2) how this information is sent out from the apps and its recipients, respectively. The VC extracts an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) representation of the smart apps for building algorithms to find forensically-relevant points inside the source code’s IR (Line 2). The advantage of the AST is that considering the simplicity of the smart apps, it permits the extraction of app constructs that are relevant to the forensic analysis like “Events”, “Actions”, and “User-defined Inputs” (see Section II). Then, the source code analysis starts by constructing an Inter-procedural Control Flow Graph (ICFG) of the apps, and by extracting the specific nodes that define events handlers, actions, and user inputs (Line 3). Once the ICFG is obtained, the VC recursively visits all the ICFG nodes and flags all forensic-relevant distinctiveness in Line 6. These distinctiveness can be summarized as:

- **App Permissions.** In smart apps, permissions include the device information, its capabilities, and the user inputs defined at install time. The VC flags nodes from the ICFG that potentially contain information related to permissions.

- **Entry Points.** Smart apps define multiple entry points (i.e., event handlers) to subscribe to events occurring in the smart environment. Hence, these handlers can be utilized to extract events occurring in the smart environment and the specific device’s response to those events (i.e., device actions). Thus, the VC flags the ICFG nodes that define the event handlers to extract the different device’s actions from the smart app.

- **Handler-dependent Methods.** Once Veritas flags the entry handlers, the VC visits all the methods invoked by every specific handler. With this, the VC constructs the multiple call graph branches of the ICFG.

- **Sink Functions.** Veritas flags the sink functions used to send information out of the apps. With this, Veritas confirms that notifications are sent to the authorized recipients when forensic events occur in the smart environment. Additionally, the sink’s information can be used to correlate device states collected via Veritas logs. For instance, the logs from a smart app controlling a motion sensor can be modified to hide user presence. However, by analyzing the notification received by the user, Veritas detects malicious behavior if the content from the sink function does not match the recorded log. Also, sink information may reveal unauthorized app settings (e.g., modification of the sink’s recipients). Finally, in case of missing sink logs (e.g., notifications never received), Veritas analysis may reveal devices that were disabled or turned off.

Once the app’s relevant data is identified, the VC process in Algorithm 1 concludes. At this point, the Instrumentation process of Veritas customizes the app by inserting the tracing logs (Line 11 in Algorithm 1) to capture the forensic data in real time. Listing 1 shows a sample code of a real
SmartThings app that have been instrumented by Veritas. The VC identifies that a new phone number has been set to receive notifications from the app. Then, a `sendValue` function is inserted to collect this specific app distinctiveness in real time.

2) Preservation Stage: Veritas solves the challenge of securely collecting relevant forensic data from smart devices and sensors via app instrumentation. Specifically, the VC visits the ICFG nodes and detects potentially forensically-relevant data such as user-defined inputs and device actions. Then, the VC automatically inserts logs to collect the forensic data. Figure 2 illustrates the instrumentation process of Veritas. On the left side, the user simply types or paste the original source code of the app that needs to be modified to enable Veritas. Then, on the right panel, the tool returns the modified app capable of logging all the forensically-relevant data from the app. In this example, the VC flags the user-defined input `recipients`. This specific input defines the phone number to which all the notification from the smart apps will be sent to. As explained earlier, these types of inputs are critical for forensic purposes. Careless or malicious users can modify the smart data anytime which can negatively impact the final purpose of tracking the events and actions executed by apps. Going back to the previous example, after labeling the user input, Veritas modifies the app by inserting a forensic log. Here, the `sendValue()` function defines an HTTPS request that securely pushes the phone information to the remote VD. We note that the use of the VC web app does not require technical background or any level of coding experience from the users. The goal of the VC is to automatically analyze the apps and perform the required instrumentation to enable the collection of forensic-relevant data. We made the Veritas available online at:

https://iotdots-modifier.appspot.com/

3) Recovery Stage: During the recovery process, Veritas must guarantee the authenticity and integrity of the collected data. As explained in Section III-A, we expect network administrators to utilize the Veritas-modified apps to control devices within their smart environments. With this, they can take advantage of Veritas’s capabilities to support forensic analysis on data extracted from the smart environment. We do not expect individuals using other than the Veritas-enabled apps within the smart environments. In fact, doing so would be a direct violation of the security policies in places where Veritas is implemented. To prevent the Veritas apps from being modified, network administrators may verify that they have installed the correct app version via the use of SHA checksum hashes [50]. While the Veritas-enable apps are utilized in real time, the apps send forensically-relevant data generated by the smart devices to the secure Veritas database (VD). We protect the data in motion from apps to the database with the use of encrypted HTTPS calls via Transport Layer Security (TLS). Also, we digitally sign the messages containing the sensitive information with digital certificates and methods approved by the smart platforms (more details in Section V-A). Finally, we consider that the VD is secure and protects the stored data (i.e., data at rest) from being modified/leaked by external entities. Note that attacks to the server or server-related threats are not considered in this work.

C. Veritas Analyzer (VA)

The Veritas Database (VD) stores data logs obtained from smart apps at runtime using VC. These logs are fed later to a prediction model that Veritas uses infer activities and forensic behaviors occurring in a smart environment. For successfully extracting forensics information from the logs, VA performs the following operations on the VD data:

Time-stamping. As we consider that the smart environment could be compromised, we cannot trust the temporal information of the collected smart data. Thus, we timestamp every data instance collected by Veritas upon arrival to the database. We assume that the latency added by Veritas from the time in which the action occurs to the time in which the log is properly timed and stored has negligible effect in the forensic analysis (see Section V-G).

Labeling. The VA labels the collected data based on timing information, the specific device and app generating and handling the data, and their location.

Inference. For simpler smart environments with a low number of devices (e.g., 5 to 10), data provenance and cross-app analysis of the collected data could provide enough forensic evidence. However, more complex scenarios with a higher number of devices (e.g., enterprise environment with tens or even hundreds of devices) or environments that potentially include tampered devices may require a more in-depth analysis. The VA uses intelligence to analyze the VD-labeled data and infer forensic information from all data logs. Specifically, Veritas utilizes Markov Chain-based prediction mechanisms, which we describe in Section IV-C2.

Algorithm 2 details the steps executed by the VA to analyze the forensic data. In Line 1, `verLogs` variable is
initialized with the content of the VD. The initialization step also includes updating the variable policy with the security policies defined for the smart environment at the time in which the logs were collected. Then, in Line 5 the VERITAS logs are organized and labeled based on the timing information, the type of devices that generated the logs, and the location information of the devices. With this information, a prediction model is applied on the data to (1) detect user actions in the smart environment (Line 9) and (2) detect behavior of users and smart apps, all depending on the security policies established at the time the logs were acquired (Line 10). Finally, if a forensic violation is detected, the flag anomaly is set to TRUE.

### Algorithm 2: Steps in the VERITAS Analyzer (VA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:</td>
<td>verLogs ← VD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:</td>
<td>policy ← smart environment security policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:</td>
<td>anomaly ← FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:</td>
<td>for each Log in verLogs do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:</td>
<td>label Log by Time, Device, Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:</td>
<td>M.data ← labels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:</td>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:</td>
<td>for data in M.data do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:</td>
<td>Evaluates user activity userAct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:</td>
<td>ML ← ML.analyzer(userAct, policy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:</td>
<td>if Anomaly detected in ML then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:</td>
<td>anomaly ← TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:</td>
<td>end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:</td>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the following, we describe the characteristics of the data collected and the analysis techniques used by VERITAS to identify activities and behaviors in a smart environment.

1) **Data Characterization in VERITAS:** As noted earlier, the VC collects and stores data from a smart environment in a secure VERITAS Database (VD). The data includes timing information, sensor information, device state, location, and log’s timestamps. VERITAS collects such a diverse dataset from different sources. For instance, some data may be collected via instrumenting the app functions that directly handle data received from devices and sensors (e.g., device states). And, some other data may be collected via instrumenting portions of the apps that contain information defined by users or developers (e.g., location, device settings) [42]. For a specific time slot $t$, the collected data can be represented by:

$$Data\ array, \ E_t = \{T, S, D, M, L, t\}, \quad (1)$$

where $T$ represents the timing features, $S$ represents the set of sensors’ features, $D$ is the set of device features, $M$ are the features extracted from the controlling devices (smartphone/tablet), $L$ is the set of location features of the controlling devices, and $t$ represents the VERITAS log’s timestamp information. We describe the characteristics of these features below.

**Timing features (T).** A smart environment consists of several sensors and devices that change their states based on different user activities and controlling commands. In this context, some devices perform instantaneous tasks (e.g., switching lights on and off based on motion) while some devices perform a task over a certain period of time (e.g., controlling the room temperature). VERITAS considers this timing information as a feature to infer the overall state of the smart environment at a specific time.

**Sensor features (S).** Sensors in a smart environment trigger different actions. A smart environment may contain several different sensors (e.g., motion sensor, temperature sensor, presence sensor) attached to multiple devices. These sensors sense the changes in devices’ proximity and help the devices to take autonomous decisions such as switching lights on motion or triggering fire alarm after smoke is detected. Depending on the nature of the sensors, sensor data can be both logical (active/inactive) or numerical values. For VERITAS, we collect both numerical values and logical states of the sensors and create the state of the smart environment at a specific time. We represent the change in both logical states and a numerical value of a sensor as a binary input (1 if active/change and 0 otherwise) to create a forensic data matrix to train the detection algorithm (see Section IV-C3).

**Device features (D).** A smart environment supports different devices that may be or may be not connected to a smart hub (Section II), to different sensors, or other devices. These devices can perform multiple tasks as standalone (e.g., smart thermostat) or as ad-hoc entities (e.g., automatic door controlled by smart lock, camera, and presence sensor). For different user activities and input commands, these devices change their states (active/inactive) autonomously. VERITAS considers the device state data as part of its analysis.

**Controller device features (M).** In a smart environment, users can use smartphones or tablets to control devices (i.e., controller devices) from the associated smart apps. VERITAS collects the control command generated from controller devices to understand the smart environment settings and the user intended operations in the smart environment at any moment.

**Location features (L).** The smart environment allows controlling the connected devices from both inside and outside of a specific location. Location information from where a given command was executed has very high forensic value, and it is critical to infer illegal activities. VERITAS considers the location of the controller devices and the smart devices as a feature to understand activities occurring in the smart environment. We use app instrumentation to collect data, such as location, that is not directly provided by smart devices. Specifically, location information is part of the app’s permission block and is often defined by the user or the app’s developer. The permission block of an app defines device-related settings (e.g., location, value ranges, and notification recipients). As noted in Section IV-B, we included the app permissions block as part of the forensically-relevant information that VERITAS collects.

**Timestaps (t).** VERITAS considers the data timestamps to accurately infer the exact date and time of occurrence of the events. The data instances of type timestamps define the time interval in which VERITAS predicts the activities and forensic events within the smart environment. As explained in Section IV-C2, these intervals are minimized by the use
of a prediction model of first order. Hence, timestamps represent the prediction instances with high precision. Additionally, the use of timestamps prevents adversaries from performing reply attacks on the VERITAS’s data logs.

2) The Markov Chain Model: VERITAS uses a First Order Markov Chain model [51] to understand the chain of events occurring in a smart environment over time and identify any unexpected or malicious incident that violates the security policies of an organization. The high statistical correlation between different smart environment states supports the use of Markov Chain approaches in VERITAS. In most cases, a smart environment contains smart devices with similar sensors that generate a highly redundant dataset. Also, as we detailed in previous sections, the extraction of Markov states from the environment constitutes a very straightforward process via smart app instrumentation.

We use the Discrete-Time Markov Chain library written in Python, PyDTMC [52], to implement VERITAS’s Markov Chain model. This library offers the flexibility of choosing a specific number of dependent states, which is very helpful to infer quasi-instantaneous activities (e.g., opening a door). Also, PyDTMC offers automatic feature extraction from datasets, which is suitable for smart environments with a diverse set of devices and also makes VERITAS easily scalable.

Benefits of a First Order Markov Chain Model. Note that the benefits of implementing a Markov Chain model of first order to support the VERITAS’s analysis are two-fold. First, a Markov Chain stochastic model permits using device state information collected from the smart apps to create an array of Markov states. These states characterize the behavior of entities (users, devices, etc.) within the smart environment. We apply this stochastic model to the set of device states to predict the overall future state of the environment. Then, based on the probability distribution of the Markov states, the model infers the expected state of every device and identify violations of the security policies within the environment even in the presence of tampered devices (see Section IV-D) [53]. Second, because we use a first order model, exactly the previous \((t-1)\) Markov State is considered to infer the current \((t_0)\) overall state of the environment (the model considers the previous dependent state). This makes the VERITAS’s analysis highly adaptable and resilient to changes in the smart environment configuration (e.g., add/remove devices, change the device settings, etc.). To explain this, assume that an organization wants to change the position of some presence sensors. This modification impacts the overall state of the environment as the new positions of the sensors change the statistical correlation between device states. We call this interval a transition time in which VERITAS does not depend on backwards data of previous configurations of the environment to successfully predict the new state. Instead, since VERITAS uses a first order model, its analyzer can quickly adapt to the new environment state, and start predicting the new Markov states with the fresh data instantly, minimizing the duration of the transition time and hence the time interval in which VERITAS can predict with high accuracy. For \(n^{th}\) order models, VERITAS would need to collect several states instances before being able to perform an accurate prediction. In general, the use of a first order model guarantees the shortest time frame in which VERITAS can perform a valid prediction. Finally, the use of a First Order Markov Model aligns with the characteristics of the smart devices and sensors whose states do not propagate over time, but are mostly dependent on the previous state (e.g., the light is now on, was off before).

3) Markov Chain States in VERITAS: In addition to considering the previous state to perform the prediction, we use binary Markov states to characterize a smart environment. The rationale behind such a design decision is supported by the fact that most smart sensors and devices have binary outputs (e.g., door open, presence, light on, light off, etc.). In fact, only a few cases (e.g., temperature) provide outputs of type numerical data. Although numeric sensor values may provide additional cases of analysis and finer granularity, only those values that lead to a forensic case (e.g., temperature value over certain threshold that violates a security policy) are of real interest of VERITAS. Also, multi-level Markov states are mostly valuable for implementing real-time monitoring systems, which is not the purpose of the VERITAS framework. Hence, we convert numerical device data into binary states and keep the Markov Chain model simpler and homogeneous.

For this, we implemented a binarizer to convert numerical data into binary values that can be directly interpreted by the Markov Chain model. We found that for the types of devices and sensors utilized in our evaluation, only a few cases of sensors and devices outputs explicitly required binarization. In these specific cases, we correlated user-defined settings extracted from the smart apps with the security policies (i.e., EISPs, see Section III-B) to define threshold values that permit VERITAS determine cases with potential forensic interest. For instance, for a temperature sensor, VERITAS may log as “active” (e.g., “1”) any temperature values exceeding the upper bound limit set by the EISPs, and “inactive” (e.g., “0”) otherwise. As we combine user-defined settings and EISPs to binarize numerical values, we minimize the occurrence of potential quantification errors due to wrongly determining the “active” and “inactive” state of the multi-state devices.

4) Analytical Approach used in VERITAS: VERITAS correlates Markov states derived from the data collected from similar sensors in one location and at any given time to (1) determine the validity of the state, (2) infer if one specific state was or not compromised, and (3) determine the probability that specific events and actions occurring are either anomalous or malicious. The VA collects the smart environment data and creates a binary state array (1 for active status and 0 for inactive status) to represent the state of the smart environment at any specific time \(t\). Thus, we represent the state of the smart environment as a \(n\)-bit binary number, where \(n\) is the number of features extracted from the logs. Thus, the total number of possible states of a smart environment with \(n\) number of features (sensors’ states, devices’ states, controller devices, and locations) would be \(m = 2^n\). VERITAS utilizes the timed binary state of the smart environment to train a First Order Markov Chain model to detect forensically-valuable behavior from users,
smart apps, and devices. The Markov Chain model benefits from two main assumptions: (1) the occurrence probability of a specific state $s_i$ only depends on the previous state $s_{i-1}$ and (2) the transition between two consecutive states is independent of time and does not depend on any previous condition. Based on these assumptions, we represent the Markov Chain model with the following equation [54].

$$P(X_{t+1} = x| X_1 = x_1, X_2 = x_2, \ldots, X_t = x_t) = P(X_{t+1} = x| X_t = x_t),$$

where $X_t$ and $X_{t+1}$ denotes state of the smart environment at time $t$ and $t+1$, respectively. If $P_{ij}$ illustrates the transition probability between state $i$ to $j$, the state transition matrix for $m$ number of states of a smart environment can be represented by the following matrix.

$$P = \begin{bmatrix} P_{11} & P_{12} & P_{13} & \ldots & P_{1m} \\ P_{21} & P_{22} & P_{23} & \ldots & P_{2m} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ P_{m1} & P_{m2} & P_{m3} & \ldots & P_{mm} \end{bmatrix},$$

To calculate each element of the transition matrix, we assume that the smart environment has $X_0, X_1, \ldots, X_T$ states at a given time $t = 0, 1, \ldots, T$. Then, each element of the transition matrix can be represented by the following equation [54]:

$$P_{ij} = \frac{N_{ij}}{N_i},$$

where $N_{ij}$ is the total number of transition from $X_i$ to $X_{i+1}$ over a certain period. From the state transition matrix, the Markov Chain model calculates the probability of occurring a state or sequence of states. To predict the probability of occurring a state, we assume the initial probability distribution of the Markov Chain model as follows:

$$Q = [q_1, q_2, q_3, \ldots, q_m],$$

where, $q_m$ is the probability that the model is in state $m$ at time 0. The probability of observing a sequence of states can be calculated by the following equation:

$$P(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_T) = \prod_{t=1}^{T} P_{X_{t-1}, X_t}.$$

**D. State Inference via Device Cooperation**

**VERITAS** infers tampered devices based on the analysis of collected logs from multiple devices. That is, the Markov Chain model analyses the state of all the devices in the smart environment at any given time and detects malicious or unexpected states by comparing data from similar devices that share similar contexts (e.g., nearby locations). We call this process *device cooperation*. During device cooperation analysis, if one device is compromised or tampered, the information collected from other trusted devices inside the environment is used to detect the one reporting fake or unexpected data. For instance, a smart light controlled by a motion sensor. During normal operations, if the sensor detects any motion, the light is turned on. However, in the event of a compromised state of the smart light, the light may not operate appropriately or follow the motion sensor states. In this case, a third device (e.g., a smart thermostat that also includes a presence sensor) can act as an *adjudicator authority* to decide which device is misreporting states. If both the motion sensor and the thermostat achieve similar states, then the smart light is deemed as tampered. In the other hand, if the smart light successfully follows the smart thermostat actions, the motion sensor is flagged as tampered. In summary, our classification model relies on third-party entities to resolve device states inside the smart environment.

**E. Suitability of the Markov Chain Approach**

**VERITAS** is not a real-time prediction tool, but a forensic framework that analyzes data after the events have occurred. Since **VERITAS** does not infer activities and events occurring in real time, organizations have the flexibility of adding/removing devices, changing the smart environment settings and configurations (e.g., new maximum allowed thermostat temperature value), and upgrading/adding new security policies (e.g., additional presence restrictions for users) without the need of re-training a pre-built Markov Chain model. We demonstrate in Section V that the amount of data collected from a completely new environment over a period of seven days is enough to infer activities and behaviors with high accuracy with **VERITAS**. Also, as explained in Section IV-C2, the characteristics of the data collected and the type of prediction model used impact the time interval in which events or activities can be predicted with **VERITAS**. A smart environment contains several devices with similar sensors, hence, the data collected tends to be highly redundant. Data redundancy and the use of a stochastic First Order Markov Chain model to correlate the data permits learning the Markov states of the environment with finer granularity and with the least amount of data. Therefore, **VERITAS** is capable of capturing all the events and activities occurring in the smart environment regardless of the frequency or time intervals in which they occur.

**F. Chain of Custody in VERITAS**

**AS VERITAS** supports traditional forensics, it must abide to strict *Chain of Custody* (CoC) rules. However, as **VERITAS** introduces automation, the CoC rules has to be implemented across the different **VERITAS** architectural stages. For instance, as explained in Section IV-B2, network administrators start the CoC process by using the right forensics-enabled application generated by **VERITAS** via the web application (Section IV-B). With this, they guarantee that the logging process integrated to the apps does not maliciously modify the forensic data during the preservation stage. Further, we also integrate the authenticity and integrity of the collected smart data by protecting the transfer process between apps and the VD residing in the **VERITAS** server. As noted in Section IV-B3, we use encrypted **HTTPS** calls and digital signatures to (1) avoid passive observers from having access to the sensitive data during transmission [43] and (2) verify that the forensic data have not been modified before analysis. In cases where the digital certificates can not be verified, the data is rejected for analysis. We also assume the **VERITAS** server secure so the classification process of
VERITAS and its results are not compromised. In addition, we carefully date and time (i.e., labeling) every collected log so we can follow a chronological order of the collected data. As we consider that the smart environment could be compromised, we add the timelines to the data upon arrival to the VD. We use the same chronological information to establish temporal dependencies (i.e., data provenance) between events and actions generated within the smart setting during the Markov Chain analysis.

Table I: List of smart devices and sensors used during the data collection stage in VERITAS’s evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smart Home Hub</td>
<td>Samsung SmartThings Hub</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Light</td>
<td>Philips Hue Light Bulb</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Lock</td>
<td>Yale BIL Lock with Z-Wave Push Button</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Alarm</td>
<td>First Alert 2-in-1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Monitoring System</td>
<td>Arlo by NETGEAR Security System</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart Thermostat</td>
<td>Ecobee 4 Smart Thermostat</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Sensor</td>
<td>Fibaro FGMS-001 ZW5 Motion Motion Sensor</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Sensor</td>
<td>Sensor with Z-Wave Plus Multi-sensor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door Sensor</td>
<td>Samsung Multipurpose Sensor</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

With the performance evaluation of VERITAS, we aim to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1: Anomalous Activities.** What is the performance of VERITAS in inferring anomalous activities within a smart environment? (Section V-C).
- **RQ2: Forensic Behavior from Users.** Can VERITAS effectively detect forensic behaviors from the users that explicitly violate the corporate security policies? Can the VERITAS analysis detect, via device cooperation, the presence of tampered devices within the smart environment? (Section V-D).
- **RQ3: Forensic Behavior from Devices and Apps.** What is the performance of VERITAS in detecting forensic behaviors from malicious apps? (Section V-E)
- **RQ4: Overhead.** What is the overall overhead introduced by VERITAS in terms of physical storage and latency? (Section V-G).

Note that we obtained Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval to test VERITAS in real scenarios. We implemented a smart office environment with specific security rules enforced in the system (e.g., time-restricted location access for users and restricted device re-configuration) where real users performed regular activities. Further, we consider a group of users that carelessly violate the security rules of the environment by performing anomalous activities such as accessing office locations at an unauthorized time or changing the configuration and topology of the smart environment. Finally, we considered specific forensic behavior like poisoning data from a specific number of devices using malicious apps. We built the Markov Chain-based detection method and trained our model with data collected by VERITAS from the real-life smart office setup.

A. VERITAS Implementation

The current implementation of VERITAS provides solutions for the Samsung SmartThings platform. With this, we focus on a smart platform that (1) defines the highest amount of different smart devices and apps in the market [55]; (2) it is open-source, so the apps’ source code is freely available online; and (3) it provides extensive documentation to developers [39]. To protect the communication between the SmartThings apps and the secure VD, we used the asynchtputv1 class of Samsung SmartThings [39], which allows for asynchronous and encrypted HTTPS calls. Also, we used the SmartThings x.509 certificates to verify integrity of the data. Specifically, we fetched the public keys generated for every app from the https://key.smartthings.com + <aKeyId> account, which is assigned the first time the VERITAS-enabled app is uploaded to the Samsung SmartThings account online.

1) Training Environment Setup: For training purposes, we built a real-life smart office environment with 22 different and popular smart devices and their apps available in the SmartThings App Market (Table I). Then, we designed generic forensically-valuable activities that the users typically perform in most smart environments. The set of considered activities included the following scenarios:

- **Time-dependent access.** We allowed a single user to access all the office locations during scheduled hours and observed her activity patterns inside the smart environment.
- **Restricted access.** We repeated the previous activities while enforcing restricted access policies for specific locations in the smart environment.
- **Multi-user environment.** We combined the two previous scenarios with up to ten users interacting within the smart setting, which emulated more realistic setups.

Reconfiguration rule. We allowed configuration of the devices and apps in a timely and supervised manner only. Any unauthorized reconfiguration is considered anomalous. We provided time-specific rules to collect data while reconfiguring the smart environment.

2) Data Collection: During data collection, we used the VC available online to automatically instrument the SmartThing apps and insert the forensic log code. Then, while utilizing the apps in real setups, the VERITAS-collected data was sent to the VERITAS database (VD). For evaluation purposes, we categorized the user activities as time-independent and time-dependent. In the first group, we included all the user actions whose execution times were irrelevant to VERITAS. The second category grouped actions whose execution times were strictly regulated by the security policies of the smart environment (e.g., the presence of a user in a restricted area would constitute a violation between 8:00 pm and 7:00 am). We explicitly considered scenarios where 10 different authorized users were freely performing regular smart office activities within a smart environment consisting of 22 smart devices and sensors (Table I) for seven days. The
We provide details of the specific anomalous activities and forensic behaviors considered in our implementation and evaluation of VERITAS in Table II. For every activity and behavior, we specify the attack method utilized, the time dependency, and provide specific examples in the context of the problem considered by this work. These activities and behaviors were utilized to test the efficacy and performance of VERITAS in realistic smart office environments.

Our regular user activity dataset comprised 84209 forensically-valuable incidents. We also collected 4500 instances of anomalous activities and 7500 data instances corresponding to forensic behaviors. The data collected from regular user activities represented the 87.5% of the total data. Meanwhile, the 7.8% and the 4.7% of the data were obtained from forensic behaviors and anomalous activities, respectively. We applied some techniques to avoid data imbalance and over-fitting issues in our evaluation. First, we under-sampled the set of regular activity data until we obtained a new evaluation dataset with a proportion of 50% of the data corresponding to regular activities and 50% of the data corresponding to both anomalous activities and forensic behaviors (50-50 rule). We used 75% of the new dataset to train the Markov Chain model and the remaining 25% to evaluate its performance, which is a typical data split used to train the Markov Chain model and the remaining 25% to evaluate its performance, which is a typical data split used to train the Markov Chain model and the remaining 25% to evaluate its performance, which is a typical data split used to train the Markov Chain model and the remaining 25% to evaluate its performance, which is a typical data split used to train the Markov Chain model and the remaining 25% to evaluate its performance.

We also considered multi-attacker scenarios where multiple attackers perform different attacks at once.

3) Model Training and Optimization: To determine the effectiveness of our data imbalance correction process, we considered both the Receiver Operation Characteristics (ROC) and Precision-Recall Curve (PRC) metrics. We used these metrics to evaluate the base-rate fallacy of the training data [58] after applying the techniques to avoid data imbalance and over fitting issues. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate the ROC and PRC for user activities and forensic behaviors. We used the trapz function in MATLAB to calculate the area under the curve for both Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The ROC curves resulted in an average area under the curve of 0.851%, indicating very low sensitivity to data imbalance in VERITAS [59]. The PRC evaluation achieved an area under the curve of 0.827%, indicating excellent performance of VERITAS under imbalanced dataset [60].

Table II: We used these specific activities and behaviors to evaluate the efficacy of VERITAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Behavior</th>
<th>Attack Method</th>
<th>Specific Attack Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity-1</td>
<td>Behavior-1</td>
<td>Tampered device</td>
<td>Bob changes the orientation of the presence sensor to fit in a new equipment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-2</td>
<td>Behavior-2</td>
<td>Careless unauthorized user</td>
<td>Bob manually increases the temperature of smart thermostat from home, the night before of an important meeting with the stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-3</td>
<td>Behavior-3</td>
<td>False Data Injection Attack</td>
<td>Bob is inside a restricted area (servers room) at 8:45 pm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-4</td>
<td>Behavior-4</td>
<td>Denial-of-Service Attack</td>
<td>Bob is getting into the office at 8:45 pm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-5</td>
<td>Behavior-5</td>
<td>Side Channel Attack</td>
<td>Bob leaves the smart door unlocked.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Impact of data imbalance in VERITAS.
Figure 4: Performance of VERITAS in: (a) inferring forensic activities in multi-user scenarios, (b) detecting forensic behavior related to tampered smart devices, and (c) detecting forensic behavior of compromised smart apps. Finally, (d) details the average latency imposed by VERITAS to smart apps’ execution times.

B. Performance Metrics

We chose six different performance metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of VERITAS: True Positive rate or Recall rate (TPR), False Negative rate (FNR), True Negative rate or Specificity (TNR), False Positive rate (FPR), Accuracy, and F-score. We define success and failure as follow:

- **True Positive (TP):** Refers to the total number of correctly identified regular activities.
- **True Negative (TN):** Specifies the number of correctly detected anomalous activities or forensic behaviors.
- **False Positive (FP):** Defines the number of instances when an anomalous activity or a forensic behavior is deemed as a regular activity.
- **False Negative (FN):** States the number of regular activities that are categorized as anomalous activities or forensic behaviors.

C. Inferring User Activities

The state of the interconnected devices inside the smart environment depends on the on-going user activities. For example, while a user moves from one place to another, several devices and sensors become active. The changes in device states can be an instantaneous event (a specific event at a specific time such as switching on a light) or a combination of subsequent events over a certain period (motion from one place to another).

Table III shows the performance of VERITAS while inferring user activities. One can observe that, for time-independent activities (i.e., Activity-1 and Activity-2), VERITAS achieved accuracy (i.e., ACC) and F-score values of over 98% and 96%, respectively. True Positive Rate (TPR) and True Negative Rate (TNR) are also high (over 99% and 94%, respectively). On the other hand, for time-dependent activities (i.e., Activity-3, Activity-4, and Activity-5), VERITAS achieved accuracy and F-score values of over 95% and 91%, respectively. In summary, VERITAS obtained average accuracy values of over 95% for detecting different forensically-relevant user activities.

In the case of a multi-user smart environment, the fact that the users may perform different tasks at once directly impacted the accuracy of VERITAS. Figure 4(a) shows the accuracy of VERITAS in inferring user activities in multi-user scenarios. As explained, one can observe how the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Activity</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>FNR</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity-1</td>
<td>0.9926</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.9562</td>
<td>0.0438</td>
<td>0.9907</td>
<td>0.9740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-2</td>
<td>0.9904</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.9438</td>
<td>0.0562</td>
<td>0.9880</td>
<td>0.9665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-3</td>
<td>0.9860</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>0.8623</td>
<td>0.1377</td>
<td>0.9739</td>
<td>0.9197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-4</td>
<td>0.9721</td>
<td>0.0279</td>
<td>0.8614</td>
<td>0.1386</td>
<td>0.9664</td>
<td>0.9133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity-5</td>
<td>0.9584</td>
<td>0.0416</td>
<td>0.8861</td>
<td>0.1139</td>
<td>0.9547</td>
<td>0.9208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Performance of VERITAS in inferring user activities.

D. Forensic Behaviors from Users

Devices installed in a smart environment can be vulnerable to tampering, which can lead to malicious events. Tampered devices impact VERITAS performance as the framework relies on legitimate Markov States to infer actions and activities occurring in the smart environment. Although VERITAS is not a tool to detect compromised devices, it is possible to infer device tampering by analyzing the data collected from similar sensors and devices in a location. For instance, if a motion sensor is tampered with, the data collected from that sensor would contradict states from similar devices at the same location. Figure 4(b) depicts the accuracy of VERITAS in detecting tampered devices in a smart environment. One can observe that VERITAS achieved near 100% of accuracy in cases with 2 tampered devices in the environment. As expected, the accuracy of VERITAS decreased as the number of tampered devices increased in the system. However, even with a maximum number of 16 tampered devices, VERITAS performed very well with over 90% accuracy.

E. Forensic Behaviors from Devices and Apps

Smart home/office platforms offer customized apps to control smart devices. In recent years, researchers have reported several malicious apps that can perform malicious activities in the smart environments [48], [55], [56]. We evaluated the efficacy of VERITAS in detecting behaviors in
Table IV: Performance of VERITAS in detecting forensic behaviors from smart apps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavioral Model</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>FNR</th>
<th>TNR</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>F-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavior-2</td>
<td>0.9612</td>
<td>0.0388</td>
<td>0.8652</td>
<td>0.1348</td>
<td>0.9533</td>
<td>0.9106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior-3</td>
<td>0.9651</td>
<td>0.0349</td>
<td>0.9289</td>
<td>0.0711</td>
<td>0.9621</td>
<td>0.9466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior-4</td>
<td>0.9730</td>
<td>0.0270</td>
<td>0.9317</td>
<td>0.0683</td>
<td>0.9696</td>
<td>0.9518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior-5</td>
<td>0.9687</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>0.9012</td>
<td>0.0988</td>
<td>0.9631</td>
<td>0.9336</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Impact of the training data on VERITAS’s FPR.

(a) FPR vs. Training (Activities)  (b) FPR vs. Training (Behaviors)

Table IV shows the evaluation results of forensic behaviors when the number of devices being controlled by malicious apps increases in the system. To evaluate these scenarios, we installed malicious VERITAS-modified apps in a real-life smart environment (smart office). One can observe that VERITAS achieved accuracy and F-score for the cases above of 95% and 91%, respectively.

Figure 4(c) details the accuracy of VERITAS for different forensic behaviors when the number of devices being controlled by malicious apps increases in the system. VERITAS achieved the highest accuracy of 97% for Behavior-4 and the lowest accuracy of 95% for Behavior-2, for the case of only one device in the system. As the number of devices increased, the accuracy decreased to 95% and 89% for Behavior-4 and Behavior-2, respectively. The accuracy of detecting Behavior-3 and Behavior-5 varied between 96% to 94% and 96% to 92%, respectively.

F. False Positive Rate Evaluation

We observed some cases of relatively high FPR and FNR during our evaluation of time-dependent activities (i.e., Activity-3, Activity-4, and Activity-5) in Table III and forensic behaviors in Table IV (Behavior-2 and Behavior-5). Although 22 devices is a very good representative setup of realistic smart environments, we attribute these results to (1) the number of devices and sensors used during our evaluation and (2) the amount of data collected. We observed that the inference of time-dependent activities such as the user motion were highly dependent with the amount of data used during training in VERITAS. We noticed that VERITAS had more difficulties to infer user motion as different motion patterns from users during different days of the week caused the Markov Chain states to substantially differ.

We investigated the activities and behaviors with the highest FPR (i.e., Activity-3, Activity-4, Behavior-2, and Behavior-5) to verify the root cause. Specifically, we retrained the Markov Chain model using the cumulative amount of data corresponding to those specific activities and behaviors and observed the FPR performance over time. Figure 5(a) and 5(b) depicts the FPR against training data for selected activities and behaviors. For all four activities and behaviors, we can observe that the FPR decreased with the number of training days. However, in Figure 5(a), the FPR suddenly increased in the 6th day for Activity-4. We manually checked and found that this was caused by the differences between activities performed during weekdays and weekend schedules (Activity-4 depends on user presence and time). The FPR decreased again after we trained VERITAS with data from the 7th day. We can conclude that the current performance of VERITAS can be further improved with additional training data. Since VERITAS is a forensic framework that uses a first order model and not a real-time analysis tool, we can realistically assume that the cumulative amount of collected evidence over time in real scenarios would be enough to improve these preliminary results easily.

G. Overhead Analysis

We evaluate overhead based on (1) the amount of physical storage occupied by the VERITAS-modified apps in the cloud servers and (2) the extra latency imposed on the apps.

Physical Storage. On average, the VC added 110 new lines of code to the original smart apps, which represents an increase of around 5KB of physical memory space per app. Additionally, we evaluated the physical memory space used to store VERITAS’s logs into the VD. We acquired data from three different types of experiments: regular user activities, anomalous activities, and forensic behavior from users and apps. In total, the datasets from 7 days of activities occupied a total size of 20.55 MB of memory.

Latency. We define latency as the additional delay imposed to the VERITAS-modified apps compared to the execution time of original apps. In general, the latency depends on (1) the number of times that the VERITAS sends logs to the VD and (2) the VERITAS logging function’s execution time. The higher latency (2.4 sec) was observed when VERITAS used asynchronous HTTPS requests every time a log was sent to the VD. To reduce latency, we implemented asynchronous HTTPS calls using the asynchttp v1 API in Samsung SmartThings [39]. Further, we utilized the AtomicState variable in SmartThings to queue and map several logs together before communicating with the VD. Finally, with all these modifications, the average latency overhead imposed by VERITAS decreased to around 30ms for every HTTPS call sent to the VD (Figure 4(d)).

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Privacy and Ethic Considerations of VERITAS

VERITAS has access and stores sensitive information. Thus, we apply well-known data protection schemes (i.e., restrictive access control, encryption) to secure the collected logs at rest, in motion, and in use to prevent adversaries from
compromising the data. In addition, the Veritas’s analysis does not make any effort to fingerprint user behavior, nor collect Protected Personal Information (PPI), nor implement mechanisms that can be used for user surveillance. Veritas is not a surveillance tool nor a tool to monitor the users in real time. Instead, Veritas is intended to be used in highly critical environments, where the users performs duties related to their work environment only and not activities related with their personal lives.

B. Security Analysis of Veritas

Assume there is an attacker, Mallory, trying to bypass the Veritas analysis or modify its results to her benefits.

False Data Injection. Mallory may have the capability to inject false data into the Veritas Database (VD) and skew the forensic analysis results. Veritas uses digitally signed requests (Section IV-F and V-A) to send data from the instrumented apps to the VD while protecting the integrity of the data and preventing external attackers from injecting false data. As an example, Samsung SmartThings provides mechanisms to digitally sign HTTPS requests following the IETF HTTP Signatures Draft 3 specification. The legitimacy of the logs sent via SmartThings APIs can be verified via digital signatures, minimizing the impact of the false data injection attacks in Veritas [39], [61].

Unauthorized App Instrumentation. Mallory may use the freely available Collector to instrument compromised apps and use those app to control the smart environment. To do so, Mallory would need to compromise the credential information of the Samsung SmartThings account under which the legitimate instrumented apps and devices are registered. Veritas relies on the security measures implemented by SmartThings to protect the user credentials. These measures include the use of encryption to protect the credential information of users, hashed passwords, and Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) [62]. Also, inside the SmartThings account, corporate administrators may verify that they are using the allowed version of the apps via the use of SHA checksum hashes [50] (Section IV-B3).

Tampering Devices or Inserting Compromised Devices. Mallory tries to tamper the devices and sensors in the smart environment to modify the forensic data collected and change the outcome of the forensic analysis (e.g., disable a presence sensor). In a similar attack, she may try to insert compromised devices that generate fake data. Our evaluation results in Section V-D demonstrate that Veritas is resilient and resistant to this type of attack via the use of device cooperation. We note that device cooperation is effective when the environment is redundant enough so the tampered data can be compensated with information collected from similar devices and sensors. As the number of tampered devices increase, the accuracy of Veritas decreases, hence, Mallory may succeed in this attack if she can successfully tamper a high number of devices. Device cooperation does not stop the attack but makes Veritas more resistant to it and also makes it more difficult for Mallory to implement the attack. Our evaluation results in Section V-D demonstrate that Veritas can achieve over 90% accuracy even when the number of compromised devices represent over 50% of the total number of devices in the environment.

Adversarial ML Attacks. Mallory may use adversarial machine learning to tamper with the Markov Chain model and modify the forensic analysis results. We consider this attack out of scope, as Veritas’ model is built and trained on demand only when a forensic investigation is requested. Although the attack is possible, we consider the forensic process secure and outside of the scope of Veritas.

VII. Related Work

Forensic Data Collection. Previous approaches that collect data from the smart environment and devices only focus on vendor-specific devices [63], present general methods to only collect data without any future analysis [64], [65], or have proposed models to collect data for forensic purposes using smart devices [66]–[68]. Kebande et al. proposed a generic approach, DFIF-IoT, to analyze digital forensic data in Internet of Things (IoT) settings [69]. However, the authors do not offer any real-life implementation or evaluation. Zawood et al. proposed FAIoT, a forensic-aware eco-system to collect forensic data from smart platforms [70]. FAIoT collects data systematically but it does not offer data analysis capabilities. Chung et al. proposed a forensic framework to collect and analyze forensic data in an IoT eco-system [71]. However, this solution is limited to Amazon Alexa with only one device-specific solution.

Forensic Analysis in Smart Settings. Previous research proposed digital forensic frameworks for the IoT. The work in [72] proposes a forensic framework that analyzes network data to detect anomalous IoT activities. In [73] the authors propose an holistic forensic model that define baselines for IoT forensics. Finally, the authors in [74], [75] propose a in-depth study about challenges, approaches, and open issues in IoT forensics analysis.

Smart Data Logging. Prior works have used logging to access smart app data, which is allowed in some Ismart home/office platforms [76]. ProvThings [23] proposes a platform-centric approach that looks at activities from smart apps for data provenance purposes. However, the analysis is limited only to consider the temporal relationship between devices and apps events. Lastly, this work assumes trusted devices which, despite considered in other works [55], [77], [78], may be unrealistic in several scenarios.

Information Flow Analysis. Recently, information flow analysis (IFA) has moved from traditional domains like Android to IoT. Table V summarizes the major differences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool Name</th>
<th>Cross App Analysis</th>
<th>Consider Devices</th>
<th>No Platform Modification</th>
<th>Freely Available Online</th>
<th>Consider Tampered Devices</th>
<th>App Data Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FlowFence [77]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ContextIoT [78]</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SanNT [48]</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProvThings [23]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iOTWATCH [42]</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRULER [79]</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veritas</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Veritas vs. other smart data analysis tools.
between FlowFence [77], ContextIoT [78], ProvThings [23], SaINT [48], IoTWatch, iRULER, and Veritas. In general, solutions prior to Veritas are limited to policy enforcement, data provenance, or privacy analysis in IoT. In summary, Veritas achieves the capabilities of all the considered tools with high accuracy and low overhead. In addition, the proposed framework also offers the capability of applying deep data analysis to solve a comprehensive forensic model that includes challenges related to careless users, malicious users, malicious apps, and tampered devices.

**Veritas vs. Prior Works.** Veritas presents a lightweight solution that automatically analyses smart apps source code and applies app instrumentation to collect forensically-relevant data from a smart environment. Then, the framework analyzes the collected data to infer anomalous activities and malicious behavior from users, devices, and smart apps. Veritas flags the activities and forensic behaviors that potentially violate the security policies defined for the smart environment.

**VIII. Conclusion**

Devices and sensors deployed in smart environments have access to data with high forensic value. Nonetheless, current smart home/office platforms do not provide any digital forensic capability to keep track and analyze such data. As a result, current forensic analysis do not use information from smart settings to perform their investigations. In this work, we introduce Veritas, a novel framework that instrumented smart apps and extracted forensically-relevant logs from the smart environment. Then, the framework used a First Order Markov Chain model to automatically analyze the data for forensic purposes. We tested Veritas in a realistic smart office environment with a total of 22 devices that produced 84209 forensically-valuable incidents. Veritas achieved over 95% accuracy in inferring anomalous activities and forensic behaviors from users, devices, and smart apps. Veritas’s performance yielded very low overhead to the cloud server and smart apps.
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